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Early Government-Funded Efforts in
Life Saving

Technical Assistant D. J. Rhiner arrives at station for inspection of work
performed on the station, meaning that work had reached substantial
completion by this time.

Station crew is engaged in painting the “crew’s bathroom” white.
Although no plans have been found to confirm this, the smaller first
floor bathroom was likely for the head keeper and the upstairs
bathroom was likely multiple occupancy intended for crew use. This is
further evidence by section 106 documentation from 1993, proposing to
“remodel 2nd floor bathroom with reduced number of fixtures.”89

A coast guard civil engineer and assistance arrive on site, “for
investigation of possible work to be done.” Based on later logbook
entries, this “possible work” is likely in reference to the construction of
the equipment building.
Apr. 20

The “telephone section supervisor” arrives on site to take measurements
for a proposed 110 volt electric light connection to Fort Langdon
Military Reservation.

Jun. 7

Work begins on the power line from Battery Langdon.

A coast guard civil engineer completes the “inspection of the equipment
building,” suggesting it was likely complete by the end of 1939.

records from this period, to
the extent that they exist, have yet to be reviewed.
Use of the Santa Rosa property, first by the Life-Saving Service, and
then by the Coast Guard, had been through a special permit with the
War Department since 1884, as amended in 1906 and again in 1908.
The U.S. Coast Guard formally acquired the property from the newlycreated Department of the Army on February 20, 1948.94
The U.S. Coast Guard constructed a new station building on the
mainland in Pensacola Harbor, completed in 1979. The Station at Santa
Rosa was decommissioned and operations were moved to the new
station in Pensacola.95

The U.S. Coast Guard offered to transfer the decommissioned Santa
Rosa Island station to the NPS for inclusion in the Gulf Island National
Seashore (GUIS). Approval for this transfer was initiated through the
section 106 review process in 1980. According to the documentation,
the Park’s proposed use of the structure is as “District Ranger offices
and the main radio dispatch facility.” The only proposed changes to the
station made at this time were the removal of non-historic elements
from the station site.96 These section 106 documents are incomplete as
they do not include an approval letter. Documentation of the actual date
of transfer has not been found, though it likely occurred by August of
1985, when additional section 106 approvals were sought for work at
the station.97

106 filing is approved for the removal of non-historic site
features at the station including ca. 1976 concrete trailer pads, a ca.
1970 concrete building, and all existing electrical poles and service
items. The stations entire electrical system is noted as nonfunctional.

106 filing is approved for the replacement of windows in the
station building and equipment building. The filing states that in late
94

1960s/early 1970s, the coast guard replaced all station building
windows with non-insulated aluminum single hung windows. The
existing windows in the equipment building are noted as not original
and beyond repair. The proposal is to replace all windows in both
buildings with insulated aluminum single hung windows with screens.

106 filing is approved for the replacement of the three garage
doors on equipment building with ribbed steel sectional overhead
doors. The filing notes that at some point, the coast guard had replaced
the original doors with aluminum ones.
106 approval form was sent to the regional office for approval
of selective replacement of siding, window casing, and window sills of
the equipment building. No approval letter is included in the archived
documentation.

106 filing is approved for a major rehabilitation of the station
building. The project includes:









Removal of non-historic walls in the lifeboat area, and
installation new partition walls to make the space more
functional as a registration office and visitor reception area.
Installation of a new bathroom in lifeboat area, although it is
unclear if this is intended for public or ranger use.
Upgrading and expansion of the existing bathroom in the 1930s
addition, including making this space accessible from the
exterior as acomfort station.
Remodeling of the existing upstairs bathroom to reduce the
number of fixtures.
Rewiring of the entire building.
Replacement of existing HVAC equipment, with all existing
ductwork to be retained.
Replacement all non-historic flooring with carpet, vinyl, or tile.
Installation of new access ramps to the proposed comfort
station and the registration room (lifeboat area).

106 filing is approved for installation of new underground
service lines connecting existing electrical panels and transformers. It is
noted that this is an extension of the station rehabilitation project
already underway.
Nov. 16

106 filing is approved for installation of a red fiberglass strip
shingle roof on the station building. The filing notes that the coast guard
had at some point started painting the cedar shingle roof of station red,
as they did with many of their stations. The Park reasons that the to use
cedar shingles is excessively expensive and that the cedar shingle roof of
the equipment building had already been replaced with red asphalt
shingles three years ago, so there is a precedent for the use of modern
materials and using modern roofing materials on the station building
would allow the two building to once again match. No section 106
documentation has been found for the replacement of the equipment
building roof.

No documentation of work at the station after the above date was found in the GUIS archives at
TIMU, and no documentation could be located at GUIS by park staff.
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Survey of Historic Fabric Life-Saving Station.

Figure 2.1. The 1908 Santa Rosa Life-Saving Station as viewed from the southeast, across Fort Pickens Road. The 1939 Coast
Guard Garage is visible to the right of the station building. Unless otherwise noted, all photos in this section were taken by
JKOA in 2020.

General Description
Site Overview
The Santa Rosa Life Saving Station and Coast
Guard Garage are located near the western end
of Santa Rosa Island, which lies roughly six miles
south of Pensacola. The northern shore of the
island faces Pensacola bay, while the southern
shore faces the Gulf of Mexico. The island is
accessed from the mainland by crossing two
bridges spanning Pensacola Bay. The route from
the mainland passes through Gulf Breeze, Florida.
The building site is approximately five miles west
of the guard house for the Fort Pickens area and
about two miles east of Fort Pickens itself. The
Fort Pickens campground and Battery Langdon
lie between the building site and fort. A two-lane
asphalt road runs east-west at the centerline of the

narrow island and passes south of the life-saving
station (Fig. 2.1).
Of the numerous outbuildings and support
structures that once dotted the station site, only two
remain. The first is the 1908 main station building,
which currently houses the campground office and
the ranger station and law enforcement offices.
The station building is at the southern end of the
site nearest Fort Pickens Road and is positioned at
the highest point of the site, nearly centered northsouth on the island. The building site is accessed by
an asphalt road that turns north from Fort Pickens
Road and extends along the west elevation of the
station. A visitor parking area accommodating
trailers is to the west, while a small parking area for
typical vehicles is to the east, immediately north of
the station (Figs. 2.2-2.3). A modern communications
tower is just southeast of the station (Fig. 2.1).
National Park Service - DRAFT
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Figure 2.2. Parking area west of the station, viewed from
the north-south access road.

Figure 2.4. View north from the rear of the station
toward the 1939 garage.

Figure 2.3. Parking area north of the station.

Figure 2.5. Paved area north and west of the garage. The
start of the gravel road to former dock site is visible in the
foreground.

The access road continues north from the station
building, terminating just beyond the 1939 Coast
Guard Garage, which faces west. A staff parking
area is across the road to the west of the garage
and a paved area is north of the garage. The road
transitions to gravel beyond the garage and once
connected the station to the boat dock, now
demolished (Figs. 2.4-2.5).
The existing site circulation was largely in place
when the National Park Service took possession of
the property from the US Coast Guard.

Present-Day Architectural Description
The Santa Rosa Life-Saving Station is a woodframed, two-story building with side-gabled roof
with three gable dormers on each of the north and
south roof slopes (Figs. 2.6-2.7). A 1937 shedroofed addition to the south engages the main
body of the building just above the original eave
line. Second-floor spaces are contained within the
26

roof structure and an open porch lines the east
elevation and wraps to the north and south. The
entirety of the exterior walls are clad with randomwidth wood shingles, while the roof is clad with
asphalt shingles. Window openings vary in size and
spacing and all windows have been replaced with
single-hung vinyl units, though early frames appear
to remain at some locations. All exterior doors and
door frames have been replaced with pre-hung
composite doors.
The interior is accessed from the north, east, and
west elevations. The west elevation opening serves
as the main entrance for visitors and is accessed
from a modern deck that extends the length of
the elevation (Fig. 2.7). The interior plan was
extensively altered in 1937, corresponding with
the construction of the south addition. The 1937
plan modifications remain largely in place today. A
comparison of the original and present day plans is
provided in the Interior Survey section.

RFS, Santa Rosa Life-Saving Station and Coast Guard Garage - DRAFT
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Figure 2.6. Oblique view of the station from the southeast. Note original wrapping open porch and the 1937 shed roofedaddition at left.

Figure 2.7. Oblique view of the station from the northwest. Note modern deck at right.

National Park Service - DRAFT
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Exterior Evolution
Epochs of Development
Two major epochs have been identified for the
station based on historical research and physical
investigation. The first and most significant is the
Life-saving Station’s 1908 original construction,
which closely adhered to the Quonochontaug
prototype design. The second epoch begins in
1937, when extensive modifications were made to
the interior and exterior. Of particular note were
the removal of the prominent lookout tower and
creation of the west gable end, the construction
of a shed-roofed addition that obscured the
south doorways of the boat room, and the
reconfiguration of the interior plan at both the
first and second floors. The building as it exists
today largely reflects these 1937 changes, with
modifications since being largely superficial.

South Elevation
1908 Original Construction
The original configuration of the south elevation is
depicted in early photographs and is characterized
by a hip-roofed lookout tower with sides that

seamlessly curve into the wood-shingled south roof
slope (Fig 2.8). The roof design is asymmetrical, with
the east end capped with a gable end and the west
sloping to the eave as a hip roof. A brick chimney
extends from the eastern ridge. Three woodshingled gable dormers, each with six-over-two-light
double sash windows, light the second floor. The
tower has two awning windows at each elevation,
with the exception of the exception of the west.
The eave line is highlighted by a perimeter gutter
with scrolled brackets at a regular spacing. A similar
gutter is found at the hip-roof of the porch, which
spans the eastern third of the elevation. A five-panel
exterior door and one nine-over-two-light window
sash lie beneath the porch at its west end. The porch
is separated into four bays with a stair at the second
bay from the west and latticework below the level of
the deck.
The west end of the first floor is dominated by two
large board-and-batten doors accessing the boat
room. Each door has a flared shingle overhang and
westernmost door has a wood sign above. A wood
boardwalk ramps up to the doors.

Figure 2.8. Early photo of the south elevation thought to reflect original 1908 condition. (NPS ID: 3338 SRI new USLSS
restricted-jpg634023527350000000, provided March 2020 by previous contracting officer's representative (COR))
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Figure 2.9. Present-day south elevation.

1937 Renovation
The south elevation was greatly impacted by the
1937 renovation. Most notable of the modifications
were the removal of the lookout tower and the
construction of a shed-roofed addition that spans
about three-quarters of the elevation at the firstfloor (Fig. 2.9). The addition has small punched
window openings and an imposing brick chimney
that obscures the dormers above. An additional
window opening and exterior door are on the
addition's east return, which abuts the truncated
south wrap of the porch.
The reconfigured second-floor plan resulted in
changes to the dormers as well. The center dormer
was enlarged in width and height and creates an
irregular spacing. With the tower removed, the
ridge was extended west to form a gable end,
providing more full-height space to second floor
rooms. The window sash were likely replaced
across the building at this time, and the windows
have been replaced at least twice since.

Figure 2.10. East elevation as it appears in the
prototype plans. (Robert Hefner, Historic Structure Report,
Amagansett Life-Saving Station, December 2011)

East Elevation
1908 Original Construction
The original east elevation design consists of a
wood-shingled gable end with three window
openings, two at the second floor that are sixover-two-light double-sash, and one at the attic
that is two-over-two light (Fig. 2.10). A full-width
wrap-around open porch extends the length of

Figure 2.11. Present-day east elevation.

National Park Service - DRAFT
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Figure 2.12. Historical photo of the north elevation thought to reflect original 1908 condition. (NPS ID: 3341 USLSS
northside PHS-jpg634023536170000000, provided March 2020 by previous contracting officer's representative (COR)).

Figure 2.13. Historical photo showing the north elevation after 1937 modifications . Note new freestanding lookout tower
behind the building.(NPS ID not given, provided March 2020 by previous contracting officer's representative (COR)).
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the elevation and is divided into six equal bays.
Five nine-over-two-light double-sash windows are
irregularly spaced below the porch roof. The area
beneath the porch deck was screened with lattice
panels.
1937 Renovation
The east elevation saw relatively few changes as a
result of the 1937 work (Fig. 2.11). The window
openings at the first floor were shifted due to
changing interior partitions and one was likely
eliminated where a small window is now installed
at a modern bathroom.

North Elevation
Original 1908 Construction
The north elevation nearly mirrored the features of
the south, but with a few key differences (Fig. 2.12).
At the roof, only two gable dormers exist toward
the east end. The western wrap of the porch has
a door at the far west end, an adjacent window
opening, and a second larger window opening
to the west. The doorway in this case directly
accessed the stair hall, rather than the adjacent
storm clothes room as shown in the prototype
plan. This awkward placement may have been a
case of adapting the plan to serve a particular need
or may have been an early modification.
The western portion of the first floor has a single
large boat doorway at the center that holds a pair
of board-and-batten doors similar to those found
on the south elevation. A sign board is centered

above the door and a flared overhang projects
beneath.
1937 Renovation
The removal of the tower and extension of the
ridge of the roof to the west had equal impact
to the north elevation as to the south (Fig. 2.13).
Like the south elevation, the north also received
a large dormer with two window openings. The
single dormer that once occupied this location
was likely disassembled and reinstalled shifted to
the west. Six-over-six-light window sash appear
to be installed at each dormer window, replacing
the previous six-over-two-light sash. A railing is
installed at the front porch with the exception of
the westernmost and side bays.
Perhaps most notably, with the loss of the southfacing boat doors as a result of the addition, two of
the doors and their frames were relocated to the
north, flanking the original opening. The shingle
flare above the doors was recreated or moved along
with the doorways. The boat doorways were later
infilled and currently hold modern vinyl windows
(Fig. 2.14).

West Elevation
Original 1908 Construction
The west elevation originally consisted of the
western face of the lookout tower, the base of
which curved seamlessly into the sloping roof
below (Fig. 2.15). The tower had only a single
window opening on the west side. A large dormer

Figure 2.14. Present-day north elevation.

National Park Service - DRAFT
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At the first-floor, a doorway takes the place
of the northern window opening, though this
modification may be more recent.

Exterior Survey

Figure 2.15. West elevation as it appears in the
prototype plans. (Robert Hefner, Historic Structure Report,
Amagansett Life-Saving Station, December 2011)

Figure 2.16. Present-day west elevation.

with two window openings is centered on the
roof slope, slightly wider in proportion than those
added to the north and south elevations in 1937.
At the first floor, two identical window openings
provided light to the boat room and held six-overtwo-light double-sash windows.
1937 Renovation
The removal of the lookout and extension of the
roof ridge made the west elevation a single plane
(Fig. 2.16). Remnants of the original eave line were
left at the north and south ends of the gable to form
shingled returns. Two small window openings were
created at the second floor and a large louver was
introduced at the attic level; however creation of
the louver may have followed later.
The west face of the new addition is flush with the
original station's west elevation and has a single
exterior doorway and small window opening. The
addition has a simple eave return and a cornice
modeled after original examples.
32

For structures highly exposed and highly
susceptible to storm damage such as the Santa
Rosa Life-saving station, repair and replacement
of exterior building components is a common
occurrence. Elements such as window sash, doors,
gutters, roof elements, and exposed siding are
among building parts most commonly replaced.
JKOA approached the exterior survey with this
in mind, completing a comprehensive assessment
of exterior material while placing emphasis on
protected areas that may contain early or original
building fabric. Examples of these locations
include surfaces protected beneath the porch roof,
particularly high on the walls and at the ceiling.
Similarly, areas protected by overhanging roof
rakes and eaves were of special focus.
Encouragingly, a significant amount of early and
original material was visually identified on the
exterior, primarily concentrated at the porch and
at rake and cornice moldings at the roofs and
dormers. Early materials identified include sections
of wood shingle siding, exterior window casings
and sills, and the porch ceiling, beams, and posts.
Early cornice moldings and frieze boards were also
observed across the exterior. Detailed descriptions
of early elements are found in the next section.

Inventory of Historic Exterior Features
Siding and Trim
The entirety of the exterior is clad with randomwidth wood shingles ranging with widths varying
between 4¼”, 4⅜”, 4½”, and 4¾” wide. The

Figure 2.17. Example of early wood shingle siding
beneath porch roof.
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Figure 2.20. Flare in siding at north elevation boat
doorways. This detail is expected to have been moved from
the south elevation.

Figure 2.18. Detail of original cornice molding at dormer.

shingles measure about 18” long overall with an
exposure ranging from 4½” to 5¼” tall. Some
sections of shingle appear to be early or original,
especially beneath the porch roof (Fig. 2.17).
Cornice moldings are found at roof rakes, eaves,
and at the pediments of each gable dormer (Fig.
2.18). The majority of these moldings appear to
be early, based on the level of paint buildup and
similarity to those in the prototype drawings. The
cornice measures 5½” wide by 5¾” deep and is
coupled with a frieze board at the dormer eaves
measuring about 2½” tall.

replacements and appear to be constructed of a
composite material. The majority are of a simulated
six-panel design.
The north doorway has an early or original threelight transom measuring 3’-0” wide by 1’-2” tall
(Fig. 2.19). Sash stiles and rails measure 2¼” wide.
The transom is the only remaining example of an
early sash in the building, making it valuable for the
purpose of recreating the proportions and muntins
of the original window sash at other locations.
Exterior casings are modern plank boards that vary
in width, but are generally about 4” wide by ¾”

Exterior Doors
Four doorways access the interior, two on the
west elevation, and one on each of the north and
east elevations. All exterior doors are modern

Figure 2.19. Original transom sash at north doorway.

Figure 2.21. Detail of typical original exterior casing at
boat doorways.

National Park Service - DRAFT
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Figure 2.22. Original frieze board and trim below porch
roof. Note added window lintel and casing.

thick. Portions of early casing remain around the
north transom, and measure about 2¾” wide (Fig.
2.19).
The infilled boat doorways on the north elevation
retain what appear to be early door frames (Figs.
2.20-2.21). The center doorway remains in its
original position, while the two flanking doorways
are thought to have been removed from the south
elevation and reinstalled at the north when the
south addition was constructed. The original
exterior casings measure 2¾” wide and have a
molded inner edge (Fig. 2.21).
Windows
With the exception of the transom mentioned in
the preceding Exterior Doors section, all windows
have been replaced with modern vinyl single-hung
units with simulated divided lights in a four-overfour-light configuration. The windows vary in size
and all are installed from the exterior, leaving the

Figure 2.23. Detail of early or original exterior window
sill below porch roof.
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Figure 2.24. Detail of sill and overlay window casing.
Note early casing flush with wood shingles at left.

channels for the earlier wood sash visible on the
interior (Fig. 2.25). Compared to the prototype
plan, several window openings, particularly those
on the first floor of the east elevation, have shifted
locations. Early materials present at these openings
could be original material that was reused, or could
date from the time the windows were repositioned.
Early plank board exterior casings appear to
remain at many window openings, are in the
same plane as the exterior wood shingles (Figs.
2.23-2.24). A modern plank board casing has
been applied on top of the early casings, likely to
facilitate the installation of the vinyl windows.

Figure 2.25. Interior view of typical window opening
at sill. Note channel where wood sash would have been
located. Stops have been added at the new vinyl window.

RFS, Santa Rosa Life-Saving Station and Coast Guard Garage - DRAFT
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Poured-in-place concrete piers measuring 8” by
8” are centered beneath each wrapped wood post.
Portions of the posts appear to be early based on
the amount of paint buildup (Fig. 2.27).
An boxed carrying beam spanning between the
posts measures 9¾” wide by 8 ¾” tall. A 1”-tall cove
molding lines the top of both the inner and outer
faces of the beam. The beam appears to be early or
original (Fig. 2.27).

Figure 2.26. Original beaded-board porch ceiling.

Modern headers with extending ears lie in the
same plane as the modern casings (Fig. 2.22).
The early casings exposed at the outer edges of the
window openings measure 4½” wide by likely 1¼”
thick. The modern overlay casings measure 4” wide
by ¾” thick (Fig. 2.24).
Sloped exterior sills appear to be early, and
measure 1½” thick. The sills extend about ½”
beyond the modern casing and have early plank
board aprons measuring 2¾” tall. The aprons sit
just proud of the surrounding wood shingles (Fig.
2.24).
Porch
A hip-roofed open porch wraps the east elevation
and the eastern portion of both the north and
south elevations. The roof porch is supported by
boxed square wood posts measuring about 7½”
by 7” and spaced at about 7’-0” on the north and
south elevations and 7’-10” on the east elevation.

A 1”-tall cove molding is consistent at the
perimeter of the porch ceiling. The ceiling itself
consists of 2½”-wide beaded boards running
parallel to the building (Fig. 2.26). At the exterior
wall of the building, the cove molding lines the top
of a plank frieze board measuring 7” tall with a
¾” cove molding beneath (Fig. 2.22). Much of the
ceiling and associated trim appears to be original.
The porch deck consists of modern tongue-andgroove boards measuring 3¼” wide by ¾” thick.
The modern plank skirt board measures 7½” tall by
¾” thick. The balustrade is modern and is made up
of nominal lumber.
Roofing and Rainwater Dispersal
All roof slopes are clad with three-tab red asphalt
shingles with aluminum flashing. No gutters or
downspouts are currently installed.
Three gable dormers extend from each of the
north and south roof slopes (Figs 2.28-2.29) . The
easternmost dormers remain in their original
positions. Changes to the dormer configuration are
described in the Facade Evolution section. Each
has a closed pediment at the gable end formed by
rake and cornice molding that are described in the
preceding Siding and Trim section. A metal flashing
cap covers the top of the projecting cornice and
sheds water away from the wood shingles. The
center portion of the gable ends are clad with wood
shingles, as are the sides of the dormers.
Two remaining sections of the original west eave
line remain as returns on the west elevation (Fig.
2.30). Each has a beaded board soffit matching the
original porch ceiling. A frieze board with applied
molding at the base measures about 7" tall overall.

Figure 2.27. Original porch beam, trim, and post
wrapping.

Chimney
The 1937 chimney measuring 1’-10” by 4’-6”
extends from the south roof slope near the
connection between the original building and
the south addition (Fig. 2.31). The chimney is
National Park Service - DRAFT
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Figure 2.30. Remaining original portion of eave on west
elevation.

Figure 2.28. Typical original single-window dormer.

constructed of red-orange brick and has a simple
corbeled cap. The unfortunate placement of the
chimney partially obstructs the westernmost
second-floor dormer.

Figure 2.31. Brick chimney on south elevation.

Figure 2.29. Typical large dormer added in 1937.

36

Figure 2.32. Early or original sign board on north
elevation.
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Other Features
A potentially early signboard is mounted on the
south elevation above the center boat doorway
(Fig. 2.32). The sign measures about 9'-0" long by
1'-6" tall and has a molded wood perimeter frame.

Interior Survey
All interior spaces were surveyed for remaining
early and original building fabric. Specific emphasis
was placed on investigation of areas which would
likely have received the fewest changes overtime,
such as closets, the attic, and the crawlspace.
Significant examples of early fabric tying the design
to the prototype were found in the form of interior
wall cladding, trim, flooring, structural framing,
and select interior doors. Material belonging to the
1937 epoch was also identified and includes typical
five-horizontal panel interior doors, door casings,
the interior stair, and overall plan organization.

First Floor
Original 1908 Plan
The original first-floor plan consisted of a
single large boat room at the west end with four
freestanding posts at the center (Fig. 2.33). These
posts supported both the second floor and the
projecting lookout tower above. The floor level of
the boat room sat about 15” below the rest of the
first floor, allowing the boat doors to open directly
to the level of the exterior ramps. The eastern
portion of the first floor contained the keeper’s
room (which reportedly served as the cook's
quarters at Santa Rosa, as a separate outbuilding
existed for the keeper), kitchen, pantry, and an
entryway along the south side. The mess room,
storm clothes room, and hall containing the stair
to the second floor were at the north side. A brick
chimney centered between the rooms provided
flue openings for heating stoves. The stair to the
second floor ascended from near the center of the
north wall and had winders at the landing.
1937 Modified Plan
In 1937, the first floor received extensive
modifications, including an addition to the south
and reconfiguration of the rooms at the east end
of the building. Construction drawings for these
modifications have not been located; however,
physical evidence suggests that the majority of
the 1937 plan changes remain in place (Fig. 2.34).
Nearly all of the original east partitions were
removed, with the possible exception of a portion

of the east-west major partition, which remains in the
same location today.
The 1937 addition to the south extends roughly threequarters of the overall length of the south elevation
beginning at the west end. The addition contained three
major rooms and several small support spaces, including
a kitchen and pantry at the east end and a boiler room
at the center. The initial configuration of the far west
room of the addition is unknown; however, the area’s
current use as a restroom and a utility room suggest the
original function was similar. The new boiler room likely
indicates the installation of a building-wide radiatorbased heating system, which made the existing chimney
unneeded. The original chimney was demolished to the
base, which remains in the crawlspace.
With the chimney removed, a central north-south
hallway was introduced at the previous location of
portions of the mess room and storm clothes room.
The existing stair was removed and a new open
stair was constructed that descended to the south
along the wall shared with the boat room. The room
containing the new stair extended all the way to the
east wall as a single space. The added kitchen was
accessed via a new doorway in the south wall.
The large boat room at the west end likely remained
as a single room. Interior doorways accessing the
south addition spaces would have been added at
the location of the original southern boat doors,
which were relocated to the north wall. The southern
interior doorway in the east wall of the boat room
was likely created at this time. The doorway between
the boat room and Room 103 appears to remain from
the original plan.
Plan Modifications to Present Day
The specific dates of plan changes since 1937 are
largely unknown; however, physical evidence and age
of parts indicate several later partitions. A northsouth partition was added in Room 102, creating two
spaces connected by a single doorway. The added
kitchen was remodeled to serve as an office and a
bathroom was installed in an existing space in the
northeast room.
The most extensive changes have occurred in the
boat room, which is currently divided into five
separate room by modern partitions. The western
portion of the addition has also been reconfigured,
and now contains a comfort station that is accessed
from the exterior. Photos of first-floor spaces follow
(Figs. 2.35-2.72).
National Park Service - DRAFT
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Figure 2.33. Prototype first-floor plan.(Robert Hefner, Historic Structure Report, Amagansett Life-Saving Station,
December 2011)

Figure 2.34. Present-day first-floor plan.
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Figure 2.35. Room 101A - View looking southeast.

Figure 2.36. Room 101A - View looking northwest.

Figure 2.37. Room 101B - View looking southwest.

Figure 2.38. Room 101B - View looking northwest.

Figure 2.39. Room 101C - View looking southeast.

Figure 2.40. Room 101C - View looking northwest.
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Figure 2.41. Room 101D - View looking northeast.

Figure 2.42. Room 101D - View looking northwest.

Figure 2.43. Room 101E - View looking southeast.

Figure 2.44. Room 101E - View looking northwest.

Figure 2.45. Room 102A - View looking northeast.

Figure 2.46. Room 102A - View looking northwest.
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Figure 2.47. Room 102A - View looking southwest.

Figure 2.48. Room 102B - View looking southwest.

Figure 2.49. Room 102B - View looking northeast.

Figure 2.50. Room 102B - View looking southeast.

Figure 2.51. Room 103 - View looking southwest.

Figure 2.52. Room 103 - View looking northeast.
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Figure 2.53. Room 104 - View looking south.

Figure 2.54. Room 104 - View looking north.

Figure 2.55. Room 105 - View looking southwest.

Figure 2.56. Room 105 - View looking northeast.

Figure 2.57. Room 105 - View looking southeast.

Figure 2.58. Room 105 - View looking south.
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Figure 2.59. Room 106 - View looking east.

Figure 2.60. Room 106 - View looking southwest.

Figure 2.61. Room 107A/B - View looking south.

Figure 2.62. Room 107A/B - View looking north.
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Figure 2.63. Room 108 - View looking south.

Figure 2.64. Room 108 - View looking north.

Figure 2.65. Room 109 - View looking northeast.

Figure 2.66. Room 109 - View looking southeast.
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Figure 2.67. Room 109 - View looking northwest.

Figure 2.68. Room 109 - Southern portion looking west.

Figure 2.69. Room 110 - View looking southwest.

Figure 2.70. Room 105 - View looking northeast.
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Figure 2.71. Room 111 A/B - View looking south.

Figure 2.72. Room 111 A/B - View looking north.

Inventory of Historic Interior Features

gypsum wallboard finishes on the south wall of
Room 204. The vertical boards measure 2½” wide
by ¾” thick. It is possible that portions of similar
material may be concealed on the first floor. See
the Second Floor section for photos.

Flooring
Likely original boat room flooring was observed
in the crawlspace running east-west beneath
Room 101C and measure 3½” wide by 1⅝” thick
(Fig. 2.73). The extent of remaining early flooring
throughout Room 101 is unknown; however, it is
likely that this remaining flooring is representative
of what was used throughout the room.
Wood flooring installed as part of the 1937
renovation may remain under existing modern
floor finishes.

Interior Doors and Door Casings
No original interior doors or door casings remain
at the first floor. Several examples of 1937 fivehorizontal-panel doors remain in the south
addition and in the main portion of the station

Baseboard
No original examples of baseboards were found.
Plank baseboards measuring 7¼” tall by ¾” thick
with rounded edges remain on select walls and in
closets and were likely installed as part of the 1937
renovation (Fig. 2.74).
Walls and Ceiling
Applied gypsum wallboard finishes are consistent
throughout the first floor.
Potentially original vertical board interior paneling
can be observed from the attic behind modern
46

Figure 2.73. Ends of early floorboards beneath Room
101C as seen in the crawlspace.
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Figure 2.74. Example of typical 1937 plinth block and
baseboard.

(Fig. 2.75). Similar modern variants of these doors
are found in the later boat room partitions.

Figure 2.76. Example of typical 1937 ball-pin hinge.

Several examples of 1937 five-horizontal-panel
doors are coupled with 4”-tall ball-pin hinges and
have mortised locksets with 2”-diameter rosettes
and a 1½” by 1¾” rectangular keyhole escutcheon
(Figs. 2.76-2.77). Based on the crispness of the
molded sticking and apparent lack of paint layers
on the doors, it is suspected that all of the early
interior doors of this design have been chemically
stripped.

Figure 2.77. Example of typical 1937 mortised lockset,
brass knob, and keyhole escutcheon.

Figure 2.75. Example of typical 1937 five-horizontalpanel interior door in Room 105.

The most prevalent door casing type is consistent
throughout most of both the original portion of
the station building as well as the south addition.
The casings have rounded corners and measure
4⅝” wide by ¾” thick at the sides and have plinth
blocks at their base typically measuring the same
width as the casing by 8¾” tall (Figs. 2.74-2.75,
2.78). The plinths extend about ¼” from the face of
the casing and have a rounded top edge. The head
casings measure 4⅝” tall by 1” thick, allowing them
to project about ¼” beyond the face of the side
casings. The head casings also extend ¼” beyond
the side casings, creating ears. It is suspected that
these casings were installed as part of the 1937
National Park Service - DRAFT
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north south and has an 8" square cap. Later corner
moldings with each leg measuring 1" wide have
been added to the newel.

Figure 2.78. Example of typical 1937 lintel-cut casing
with rounded edges and projecting header.

Finishes
With the exception of select elements of the
staircase, which have a clear finish, all surfaces are
painted. Early finishes may remain at the exposed
1937 interior door casings and baseboards;
however, interior doors appear to have been
chemically stripped, removing paint serialization.
Early finishes may remain behind existing gypsum
wallboard ceilings and walls, particularly within the
boat room (Room 101).

renovations, based on their presence in both
portions of the building.
Windows and Window Casings
All windows and window casings have been
replaced with modern material. Wood window
frames, visible from the interior, may represent
early or original material.
Staircase
An open stair measuring 3'-0½" wide and dating
to the 1937 renovation ascends along the west wall
of Room 102 (Figs. 2.79-2.81). The stair consists
of sixteen 11"-deep treads and sixteen 7½"-tall
risers. The stair has 1"-deep rounded nosings that
have mitered returns at the open side of the stair. A
½"-tall quarter-round molding lines the underside
of the nosing.
The balustrade measures 2'-8" tall and has a
1⅝”-wide by 4¼”-tall molded handrail. Balusters
measure 1½" square and are spaced at 5" on
center. The newel measures 5¾" east-west by 5½"

Figure 2.79. Overview of 1937 stair in Room 102A.
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Figure 2.80. Newel post at base of stair. Newel at top of
stair is similar.

Figure 2.81. Detail of stair treads and nosings.
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Second Floor
Original 1908 Plan
The original second floor plan at Santa Rosa is
known to have differed slightly from the prototype
plan because of the inclusion of two additional
dormers on each of the north and south elevations.
The additional dormers open to Room 205 and
required the crew's closets to be narrowed and
split into four pairs to create the necessary space
for the dormers (Figs. 2.85-2.86).
Beyond this adjustment, the second-floor plan is
thought to have closely followed the prototype,
including a central hall with U-shaped stair
accessing the lookout at the west end. Two rooms
with sloping ceilings, identified as spare rooms,
wrap the north, south, and western sides of the
hall. The west ends of these rooms were lit by a
large dormer with double window openings, one
per space. The interior stair descended from the
northeast corner of the central hallway, in-line with
the dormer near the center of the north elevation.

1937 Modified Plan
As with the first floor, the second floor saw
extensive changes in 1937. With the lookout tower
eliminated, the interior stair to the tower was
removed and the hallway narrowed, enlarging the
room along the south side. It is thought that the
north wall of the hallway remains in it's original
location.
The western rooms were given more usable area
by the elimination of the western hip roof and
dormer, providing a full height ceiling extending
to the west wall. Each of the two spare rooms
were divided in two by north-south partition walls,
creating Rooms 204 and 206 at the east end.
The interior stair was mirrored to the other side
of the plan, and provided a longer run without
winders that descended to Room 102. The original
stair opening was closed and the space was made
part of Room 205.
Modifications to Present Day
Changes to the second floor since 1937 appear few,
but may include the creation of the modern, multifixture bathroom in Room 206. The installation
date of the bathroom is unknown, but may have
been part of the 1937 work, though no finish
material dating from that period exists currently.
The most recent remodel reportedly happened
in 1993 (see the preceding Developmental History
section). Photos of second-floor spaces follow
(Figs. 2.82-2.84, 2.87-2.98).

Figure 2.82. Room 201 - View looking southeast.

Figure 2.83. Room 201 - View looking northwest.

Figure 2.84. Room 201 - Dormer in southeast corner.
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Figure 2.85. Prototype second-floor plan. (Robert Hefner, Historic Structure Report, Amagansett Life-Saving Station,
December 2011)

Figure 2.86. Present-day second-floor plan.
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Figure 2.87. Room 202 - View looking east.

Figure 2.88. Room 202 - View looking northwest.

Figure 2.89. Room 203 - View looking east.

Figure 2.90. Room 203 - View looking west.

Figure 2.91. Room 204 - View looking southeast.

Figure 2.92. Room 204 - View looking northwest.
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Figure 2.93. Room 205 - View looking southeast.

Figure 2.94. Room 205 - View looking northeast.

Figure 2.95. Room 205 - View looking northwest.

Figure 2.96. Room 205 - View looking west.

Figure 2.97. Room 206 - View looking south.

Figure 2.98. Room 205 - View looking north.
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Inventory of Historic Interior Features
Flooring
Early flooring, likely dating from the 1937
renovation, is largely covered with modern
finishes. A portion of wood flooring likely from
this period is exposed in the north closet of Room
204 and measures 2½" wide (Fig. 2.99).
The crew closets in Room 205 represent the least
modified areas of the second floor and could
potentially retain original 1908 flooring beneath
the modern vinyl tile.
Baseboard
No original examples of baseboards were found.
Plank baseboards measuring 7¼” tall by ¾” thick
with rounded edges remain on select walls and in
closets and were likely installed as part of the 1937
renovation. Photos of these baseboards are in the
First-Floor section.
Walls and Ceilings
Potentially original vertical board interior paneling
can be observed from the attic behind modern
gypsum wallboard finishes on the south wall of
Room 204 (Fig. 2.100). The vertical boards measure
2½” wide by ¾” thick. It is possible that portions of
similar material may be concealed elsewhere on the
second floor.
The north closet of Room 204 and all four crew
closets in Room 105 have likely original horizontal
beaded boards at the interior (Fig. 2.101). On the
sloping roof structure and back walls, the boards
are single-beaded and measure 2½" wide by likely
¾” thick. The side walls of the closets in Room 205
have single-beaded boards measuring 3½” wide by
likely ¾” thick. The inside corners and base of the

Figure 2.99. Wood flooring in closet of Room 204. Note
paint overspray.

Figure 2.100. Early vertical wall cladding boards on south
wall of Room 204 as viewed from attic.

walls are lined with ¾”-wide potentially original
cove molding.
Interior Doors and Door Casings
Original two-raised-panel doors are exclusively
found at the four closets in Room 205 (Fig. 2.102).
The doors typically measure 1’-11¾” wide by
5’-10¼” tall by 1¼” thick. The majority of the doors

Figure 2.101. Interior of typical crew closet in Room 205.
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Figure 2.104. Partial original trim in southeast closet of
Room 105.

interior trim (Fig. 2.104). The complex molded
casing is a partial piece whose full section would
have measured 4" wide by ¾" thick. The unique
profile matches that found in the prototype details,
proving that the Santa Rosa Station used the
prototype's trim designs. Coupled with the head
casings are two original corner blocks with rosettes
measuring 4" square overall.

Figure 2.102. Original two-panel doors in Room 205.

Typical 1937 lintel-cut casings and plinth blocks
are found at the majority of the remaining secondfloor doorways and are depicted in the First Floor
section.

are hung with two 4’-tall early ball-pin hinges
but have modern cylindrical locksets. The doors
appear to have been chemically stripped and have
lost definition of details of the molded sticking and
raised panels.

Windows and Window Casings
All windows and window casings have been
replaced with modern material. Wood window
frames, visible from the interior, may represent
early or original material.

The easternmost closet on the north wall of Room
105 contains the only remaining pieces of original

Other Features
Original wood drawers are present in each of the
four crew closets in Room 205 (Fig. 2.103). The
drawer banks measure 3'-1½" wide by 1'-7" deep
and have a bullnose top surface measuring 1"
thick with a ¾"-tall cove molding running below.
Each of the two drawers has two original bin pulls
measuring 3½" wide.
Each closet also has one early wood clothes
pole measuring 1" in diameter. Plywood shelves
measuring ½" thick are supported by beveled
wood cleats (Fig. 2.101).

Figure 2.103. Typical original chest of drawers in closets of
Room 205.
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Finishes
All surfaces on the second floor are painted. As
with the first floor, early finishes may remain
at the exposed 1937 interior door casings and
baseboards; however, both 1908 and 1937 interior
doors appear to have been chemically stripped,
removing paint serialization. Early or original
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plan and are thought to be original. The 1937
addition is supported by an 8" thick continuous
concrete foundation wall that is independent from
the original station.

Figure 2.105. View of crawlspace beneath east portion
of the building. Original chimney base visible at left. Major
east-west beam lies in-line with chimney and rests on
concrete piers. Note that wood forms remain on many piers
in the crawlspace.

closet wall cladding and crew closet drawers may
retain early painted finishes. Early finishes may also
remain behind existing gypsum wallboard ceilings
and walls.

Structural Elements
Original structural elements are visible at the
crawlspace and attic levels. Exterior wall framing is
also expected to be largely original. The majority of
interior partitions likely date to 1937 or later, with
the exception of the west wall of Room 101 and
potentially portions of the north wall of Rooms
102A and 102B.
Foundation Piers
The current foundation configuration closely
reflects the pier layout indicated in the prototype

Figure 2.106. View looking east in crawlspace. Note
drop in framing height in background corresponding with
transition to boat room level.

The building is supported by a grid of pouredin-place concrete piers, most measuring 10” by
10” square with spacing at the perimeter ranging
from 4’-2” to 5’-3” apart. A center line of piers
beneath the eastern portion of the building aligns
with the remaining base of the demolished original
chimney (Fig. 2.105). The chimney base measures
4’-10” east-west by 1’-8” north-south. The major
east-west beam bears on the projecting shelf of the
short ends of the chimney base.
The western portion of the building, beneath the
original boat room (Room 101) lies much closer to
grade and while not easily accessible, appears to
have two rows of concrete piers supported beams
running east-west (Fig. 2.106).
The major porch joists rest on original poured-inplace concrete piers that are positioned beneath
each post and measure 8” by 8” square with
spacing ranging from 7’-0” to 7’-10” apart (Fig.
2.107).
Floor Framing
Floor framing can be observed from the attic level
and from the crawlspace; however, framing of the
second floor is concealed. Attic floor joists measure
1⅞” wide by 7½” deep, while first-floor joists
measure 1⅞” wide by 9¼” deep (Figs. 2.108-2.109).
Both sets of joists are spaced at 16” on center.
Diagonal subfloor is consistent at the first floor and
measures 5¼” wide by ¾” deep. The attic level has

Figure 2.107. Typical porch floor framing.
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a wood floor measuring 5½” wide by ¾” thick, laid
east-west.
Major east-west beams supporting the floor joists
within the crawlspace measure 7½” wide by 9⅝”
deep and are supported foundation piers described
in the previous section. Perimeter sills are of similar
dimension to the beams. The floor framing beneath
the boat room (Room 101) is largely inaccessible.
The porch floor framing consists of joists running
parallel to the building that measure 1¾” wide by
7¾” deep (Fig. 2.107). The joists are supported by
major beams running perpendicular to the building
between the exterior wall and the porch piers. The
beams measure 5¾” wide by 7½” deep and radiate
diagonally at the two outside corners of the porch.

The majority of the floor framing is thought to
be original, with the exception of the porch floor
framing, which matches the original configuration
but is largely replacement material.

Wall Framing
Original wall framing is largely concealed by
finished surfaces throughout the building. Portions
of the wall framing can be observed from the attic,
and have studs measuring 1” wide by 3¾” deep
spaced at 16” on center. The exterior walls have
6"-wide tongue-and-groove diagonal sheathing.

Figure 2.110. Overview of attic looking east toward
original gable end.
Figure 2.108. Typical first-floor framing.

Figure 2.109. Original corner post of lookout as viewed
in attic.
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Figure 2.111. Overview of attic looking west toward
1937 gable end.
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Figure 2.112. Typical partial rafters at location of original
lookout tower. Note 1937 sister at right.

Wall thicknesses suggest that 1937 interior walls
have similar framing. Later partition walls, such
as those that subdivide the boat room (Room 101)
likely use modern nominal 2x4 framing members.
The northeastern corner support post for the
original lookout tower is exposed in the joist space
below the attic floor level (Fig. 2.109). The post
measures 4” north-south by 5¾” east-west and is
contained within the north wall of the second-floor
hallway. Similar posts may remain within walls of
the second floor. Further evidence of the tower's
footprint is described in Roof Framing section.
Roof Framing
Upper roof framing is exposed at the attic level.
A seam is present in the ridge beam where the

Figure 2.114. Partially exposed opening where chimney
extended through floor. Newer blocking now spans the
opening.

original gable end was extended west, eliminating
the western hip (Figs. 2.110-2.111). Partial original
joists extend to where the walls of the original
tower would have intersected the roof structure on
the north and south roof slopes (Fig. 2.112). These
rafters have been sistered with full length rafters
that extend to the later ridge pole.
The original rafters at the eastern end of the
building measure 7½” deep by 1¾” wide. Those at
the newer west end measure 7¼” deep by 1⅝” wide
(Fig. 2.113). Both generations of rafters are spaced
at about 16” on center.
Evidence in the roof and floor framing indicate
where the original chimney extended through the
attic (Figs. 2.114-2.115).
The original ridge beam at the east end measures
2½” wide by 7” deep, while the ridge beam at the
west end measures 2 ½” wide by 7 ½” deep.
The roof decking is concealed by fiberglass
insulation secured in place with netting, but
appears to consist of tongue-and-groove boards of
varying widths. Given the likely hood of damage
from storms and the extensive reworking of the
roof, it is likely the decking has been replaced.

Building Systems
Figure 2.113. Transition point between 1908 and 1937
ridge pole and rafters.

Heating and Cooling Systems
Upon construction, the station would have relied
on stoves connected to the central chimney for
National Park Service - DRAFT
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(see preceding Developmental History section).
The initial electrical system was likely limited to
essential lighting and receptacles.
The current electrical system enters the building at
the south elevation, just below the electric meter.
Two electrical transformer boxes are adjacent to
the south elevation at grade.

Figure 2.115. Framing at roof for chimney opening.

heating. Operable windows provided cross breezes
and the open porch would have been utilized
regularly.
With the 1937 renovation came an entirely new
heating system, with the previous chimney
eliminated and a new chimney constructed in the
addition to serve a new building-wide heating
system, likely using hot water or steam radiators.
Today, no remnants of previous heating systems
exist other than the 1937 chimney.
The conversion of a the building to a forcedair system occurred at an unknown date, but
was certainly in place before 1993 based on
documentary evidence. The current system uses
two electric heat pumps that provide both heating
and cooling, one in the mechanical room (Room
109) serving the first floor and another in the attic
serving the second floor. Corresponding outdoor
units are located on a stand south of the building,
concealed by a wood fence. The equipment is all
of recent vintage, with the oldest components
manufactured in 2017.
Ductwork is concealed within drywall soffits
throughout the first floor, with diffusers typically
located high on the walls. A return air duct for
the system is in Room 102A, on the west wall of
the stair. Ductwork serving the second floor runs
within the attic space and is insulated. Air delivery
at the second floor is provided by ceiling registers
and a large return is centered in the second-floor
hallway (Room 203).

The main electrical panel is mounted on the east
wall of Room 109 and has a 200 amp max capacity.
The building has several subpanels, two at the
first floor in Rooms 101C and 103 and one at the
second floor in Room 205.
Switches and receptacles throughout the building
vary between recessed and surface mounted
installations. Lighting fixtures across the exterior
and throughout the interior are modern and
utilitarian in nature.
Plumbing System
Plumbing was first added to the building in 1917
in the form of a kitchen sink, though it is possible
a bathroom was added at the same time. Full-scale
plumbing likely followed in 1935 and a bathroom
would have almost certainly been included in the
1937 renovation (see preceding Developmental
History section).
The building currently has three bathrooms. At
the first floor, a half bathroom (Room 106) has a
toilet and sink, while a second bathroom with the
same fixtures is a public bathroom accessed from
the exterior at the west elevation (Rooms 107A and
107B). A laundry sink and washer hookup are in
Room 108.
A large bathroom at the second floor (Room 206)
contains two toilets, two sinks, and one walk-in
shower. Finishes in this bathroom are of earlier
vintage than those on the first floor.
The plumbing system is served by a 30-gallon
electric water heater in Room 109. Water supply
lines are copper and run in the crawlspace below
the building. Drain lines are a mixture of cast iron
and PVC.

Electrical System
The first mention of an electrical plant at the
station was in 1929, while further electrical work
occurred in 1935, just before the major renovation
58
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Survey of Historic Fabric 1939 Coast Guard Garage

Figure 2.116. The 1939 Coast Guard Garage as viewed from the northwest. Unless otherwise noted, all photos in this section
were taken by JKOA in 2020.

General Description
The garage site is described in the Site Overview
section.

Architectural Description
The 1939 Coast Guard garage is a wood-framed,
single-story building with a side-gabled roof clad
with asphalt shingles. The exterior is clad with
modern weatherboard siding with modern plank
corner boards. A modern addition extends from
the east end of the north elevation and contains a
bathroom accessed from the exterior. A modern
covered area with perimeter fence lines the
remainder of the north elevation at the first floor.
Decorative elements are minimal and consist
mainly of a cornice molding that lines the rakes

and eaves of the roof. A simple water table cap
with plank skirt lines the top of the concrete
perimeter foundation. Eave returns are found on
the north and south elevations. Window openings
are consistent in size and are regularly spaced
across the north, south, and east elevations. All
windows and window casings and sills have been
replaced. The current windows are vinyl units with
a simulated six-over-six light design. Three modern
overhead doors and two modern personnel doors
access the interior from the west elevation. The
front of the building faces west.

Exterior Survey
As with the main station building, the garage
has seen extensive repairs and replacement of
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Figure 2.117. Garage - West elevation.

material overtime; however, the garage retains
comparatively fewer examples of early exterior
elements. The vast majority of exterior surfaces are
modern replacements, including all siding, corner
boards, doors and windows, door and window
casings, and frieze molding. Early material on
the exterior is limited to portions of the cornice
molding and fascia board, primarily on the east and
north elevations. No early photographs showing
details of the garage exterior have been located;
however, distance photos and aerials suggest the
overall facade design has changed little (Fig. 2.121).

six-over-six-light vinyl window (Fig. 2.118). A
single window opening at the gable end holds
a similar window, but is slightly taller. The attic
windows appear to have been enlarged (Fig. 2.121).
Modern plank corner boards are at each end of the
elevation and a simple water table molding with
skirt is at the base of the siding. openings at the
first floor. A triangular wood louver as at the peak
of the gable. The fascia and cornice molding of the
east and west elevation eaves turn to form simple
returns at the base of the gable end. The rake
projects slightly and has a modern molded cornice.

Facade Description

East Elevation
The east elevation has six equally sized and spaced
window openings matching those found on the
south elevation (Fig. 2.119). Typical modern
exterior casings, corner boards, and water table are
consistent across the elevation. An early cornice
molding lines the top of the fascia board at the
roof eave. The ease elevation of the northern

West Elevation
The west elevation is divided into five bays, each
containing a doorway (Fig. 2.117). The center
three bays access the central garage bay, while two
symmetrical doors in the flanking bays provide
personnel access to rooms adjacent to the garage
space. Each of the garage doorways holds a modern
roll-up metal overhead door. The two personnel
doors are pre-hung modern six-panel steel
doors. The northern doorway has wood-framed
shed-roofed cover clad with asphalt shingles. All
doorways have modern lintel-cut plank board
casings. The head casing at each of the personnel
doors is considerably taller than the current door,
suggesting that the original doors were taller. The
northern door has a shed-roofed covering. Modern
plank corner boards are at each end of the elevation
and a simple water table molding with skirt is at
the base of the siding. A modern molded cornice is
continuous at the eaves.
South Elevation
The south elevation is divided into three bays at the
first floor, each containing an identical simulated
60

Figure 2.118. Garage - South elevation.
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Figure 2.119. Garage - East elevation.

addition has no window openings, but has modern
weatherboard siding and corner boards matching
those of the rest of the garage.
North Elevation
The north elevation is similar to the south
elevation, but lacks the central opening at the
first floor. The elevation shares the same trim
elements as the south elevation, but has early
cornice molding at the roof rake and eave returns
matching the molding found on the east elevation.
A historic photo of the north elevation, likely
from the 1970s, shows the condition before the
addition was constructed (Fig. 2.121). Note that the
attic window was considerably smaller and each
window opening had shutters installed.

of the shed-roofed structure is an open covering
with a corrugated metal roof and matching
corrugated fascia. The structure is constructed of
modern nominal framing and is supported by three
4x4 posts. A modern shadowbox fence secures the
covered area and has a pair of gates at the south
end and a small gate at the east end of the north
elevation.

A shed-roofed addition runs the length of the
north elevation and has an enclosed space at the
east end (Fig. 2.120). The north elevation of the
enclosed space has no openings, while the west
return has a modern six-panel doorway at the
south end that accesses a restroom. The remainder

Figure 2.121. Garage - North elevation prior to addition.
Low photo quality due to structure not being the focus of
the original photo. (NPS ID not given, provided March 2020
by previous contracting officer's representative (COR)).

Figure 2.120. Garage - North Elevation.

Figure 2.122. Garage - Fenced area at north elevation
looking east.
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openings retain their original sizes and locations at
the first floor, though those at the attic have been
enlarged. The existing window sash, garage doors,
and all casing elements are modern material.

Interior Survey

Figure 2.123. Early cornice molding and fascia as seen at
northwest corner.

Inventory of Historic Exterior Features
Trim Elements
The early cornice molding at the eaves and rake on
the north and east elevations measures 3” deep by
3½” tall (Fig. 2.123). An early molding spans the top
edge of the two north eave returns and measures
1¼” deep by 1⅝” tall.
Portions of the plank board fascia and frieze board
appear to be early or original on the east and north
elevations and have an exposure of 3½” deep by ¾”
thick.
Facade Openings
Based on the original plan drawings and physical
investigation, it is thought that window and door

The interior of the garage retains its original plan
layout with only minor modifications. Examples
of early wall and ceiling material are exposed at
select locations of the interior. It is highly likely
that similar interior finishes were consistent
throughout the building and may exist behind
applied modern finishes.

First Floor
Comparison of original plans for the garage,
which have only been located as a poor quality
scan, indicate very few plan changes since
construction. An added north-south partition wall
now separates Room 101 at the north end of the
building into Rooms 101A and 101B (Fig. 2.124).
Original interior walls have beveled concrete
curves at their base, which is not present on the
added partition. The concrete curb is also omitted
at the threshold of original interior doorways. Two
such doorways are infilled at the east end of the
north and south walls of the garage bays (Room
102). Photos of first-floor spaces follow (Figs.
2.125-2.132).

Figure 2.124. Garage first-floor plan.
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Figure 2.125. Room 101A - View looking southwest.

Figure 2.126. Room 101A - View looking northeast.

Figure 2.127. Room 101B - View looking southwest.

Figure 2.128. Room 101B - View looking northeast.

Figure 2.129. Room 102 - View looking southwest.

Figure 2.130. Room 102 - View looking northeast.
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Figure 2.131. Room 103 - View looking southeast.

Figure 2.132. Room 103 - View looking northwest.

Inventory of Historic Interior Features

original interior doorways (Fig. 2.134). The current
interior door between Rooms 101A and Room 102
is spanned by the concrete curb at the threshold,
indicating this is likely a new opening.

Flooring
The garage retains a concrete slab throughout
the majority of the interior, as it would have had
originally; however, the original slab has been
replaced. In Room 103 at the south end of the
building, the floor slab was never replaced, and
instead a temporary plywood floor laid on wood
sleepers is installed (Figs. 2.131-2.133). The
plywood floor has heavy water and termite damage
at the area just inside the exterior doorway.
Baseboard
An original concrete curb measuring about 6” tall
is consistent at the base of the exterior and original
interior walls (Fig. 2.133). The height of the curb
varies as the floor slab slopes slightly to the west
to drain toward the garage doors. The curb has a
beveled edge measuring ¾” tall and is painted grey.
A gap in the curb in at the east ends of the interior
walls in Room 102 have been infilled with beveled
wood and indicate the location and widths of

Figure 2.133. Original concrete curb and wall cladding in
Room 103.
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Walls and Ceilings
The north wall of Room 103 has original horizontal
double V-groove boards measuring 5¼” wide
by ¾” thick (Figs. 2.133, 2.135). The diagonals of
each “V” measures ¼” wide. The early V-groove
cladding is only exposed at the rear and western
end of an original piece of casework on the
north wall, while the rest of the room is clad with
plywood. A ¾”-wide piece of quarter-round trim is
at the intersection of the north and west walls, and
is likely representative of the typical original inside
corner treatment (Fig. 2.133).
Based on the difference in thickness of cladding
at the west wall of Room 103, it is highly likely that
the original cladding remains behind the applied
plywood. Rooms 101A and 101B are currently
entirely clad with sheet paneling, while Room

Figure 2.134. Example of wood patch in concrete curb at
original interior doorway location in Room 102.
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Figure 2.137. Original v-groove ceiling in Room 101A. The
same ceiling is in Room 101B.

Figure 2.135. Original horizontal V-groove boards at rear
of casework in Room 103.

102 is finished with plywood. It is suspected that
double v-groove boards remain behind these
modern materials.
The ceilings in Rooms 101A, 101B, and 103 retain
original double V-groove boards matching those
on the west wall of Room 103 (Figs. 2.136-2.137).
The ceiling of Room 102 is finished with modern

Figure 2.136. Original v-groove ceiling in Room 103.

plywood, but retains hatch openings for hoists. The
hatches are described in the Attic section. Areas of
boards missing in the attic suggest that the original
ceiling has been removed in Room 102, but likely
originally shared the same v-groove ceiling found
elsewhere.
Interior Doors and Door Casings
No early examples of interior doors or casings
remain at the first floor. Original plank board
casings remain at the partitions at the attic level.
See the Attic section for more information.
Windows and Window Casings
All windows have been replaced with vinyl units
of a simulated six-over-six light design and the
interior mitered plank board casings are modern.
The window frames also appear to have been
replaced. The consistent window sizes and
composition of the elevations suggest that the
window openings likely remain in their original
locations and are approximately their original size
at the first floor.
Casework
Likely original floor-to-ceiling casework remains
on the north wall of Room 103 and consists of four
equal sections, the western three of which are open
shelving (Figs. 2.135, 2.138). The remaining section
has a pair of solid wood doors each hung with two
surface-mounted 3”-tall cabinet hinges. Holes and
ghost marks for hinges indicate that the open bays
once had doors of the same design. An original
1½”-tall cove molding lines the top of the casework
National Park Service - DRAFT
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Attic
The attic can be accessed via three ceiling hatches,
two in the main garage area (Room 102) and one
in the south room (Room 103). The attic retains
two original partition walls that align with the
two major east-west interior partitions at the first
floor (Fig. 2.139). A later plywood partition with
doorway is near the center of the attic. The floor
level of the center portion of the attic above Room
102 sits at a higher elevation. Interior steps within
the doorways of each of the north and south
partition walls accesses the elevated portion. Roof
framing is exposed throughout the space and is
original. The structural system is described in the
Structural Elements section. Photos of attic spaces
follow (Figs. 2.140-2.145).

Inventory of Historic Interior Features
Flooring
Original tongue-and-groove wood flooring
measuring 5¼” wide by ¾” thick is consistent
throughout the attic.
Figure 2.138. Section of casework with remaining doors in
Room 103.

at the original ceiling, and may represent a typical
original crown molding.
Finishes
Early finishes likely remain on original wall and
ceiling cladding.

Three floor hatches open to the first floor. Two are
located in the center portion of the attic and one
is near the south gable end. One of the openings
is original and the others are modern. The early
hatch at the center portion of the attic measures
3’-0” by 3’-0” and holds a board door consisting
of two layers of boards measuring 5¼” wide by ¾”
thick. The door his hung with two barn hinges and

Figure 2.139. Garage attic plan.
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Figure 2.140. Attic - View looking southeast.

Figure 2.141. Attic - South portion looking northwest.

Figure 2.142. Attic - Center portion looking south.

Figure 2.143. Attic - Center portion looking north.

Figure 2.144. Attic - View looking southwest.

Figure 2.145. Attic - View looking northeast.
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has a recessed loop pull. The hinges and hardware
appear original (Fig. 2.146).
The modern opening at the south end of the center
section of the attic holds a manufactured pulldown stair measuring about 2’-0” by 5’-0” long
with an aluminum folding ladder.
The modern hatch at the far south end of the
building measures about 2’-6” by 2’-6” and has
a drop-in plywood cover. An improvised wood
ladder on the south gable assists in climbing
through the hatch.
Walls and Ceiling
Two original partition walls and one later wall
separate the attic into sections. The original north
and south partitions have studs measuring 5½”
deep by 1¾” thick spaced at 16” on center. The
sides facing north and south are clad with flush
horizontal tongue-and-groove boards measuring 5
¼” wide by ¾” thick (Figs. 2.141, 2.147). This is the
same material used as flooring.
The later partition at the center section consists of
plywood panels held in place by irregularly-sized
vertical boards (Figs. 2.142-2.143).

of the north doorway, and an incised mark for
a similar keeper remains on the south doorway.
Each doorway has lintel-cut plank board casings
measuring 4½” wide by ¾” thick with rounded
edges (Fig. 2.147). Given the utilitarian character of
the garage, it is plausible that similar casings were
originally in place at doorways and potentially
window openings at the first floor.
Windows
Both gable-end windows have been replaced with
vinyl units of a simulated six-over-six light design
and have no interior casings. The openings appear
to have been enlarged from their original size based
on framing modifications at the gable ends and
historic photos.
Finishes
The walls, ceiling framing, and flooring are largely
unpainted. The door jambs and casings are painted
white.
Stenciled signage indicating the load capacity
of the floor system are on the floor and walls.
Red-painted sections of the north wall indicate
the previous location of fire extinguishers. A

The original roof framing is exposed at the ceiling
and is described in the Structural Elements section.
Doorways
The attic has three interior doorways. Those in
the original partitions measure 3’-0” wide by 6’-8”
tall and currently hold no doors; however three
4”-tall incised hinge marks remain on the western
jambs. A brass keeper remains on the eastern jamb

Figure 2.146. Early hatch door in floor of center portion of
the attic.
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Figure 2.147. Typical doorway and casing in attic.
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yellow-and-black striped border surrounds the
original hatch opening and the hatch itself is
painted yellow. These painted details remain from
the building’s use by the Coast Guard and should
be retained.

The center portion has bolted connections and
additional diagonal supports creating trusses that
allow the structure to span the garage bay and
presumably support greater weights for storage and
hoisting of materials.

Structural Elements

Rafters are consistent throughout the attic and
measure 1½” thick by 5¼” deep spaced at 16” on
center (Figs. 2.149-2.151). The diagonal members
of the center section have the same dimensions
as the rafters and form an A-frame at the center.
Collar ties at each truss measure 1½” thick by
7½” deep. The rafters are bolted to the diagonal
members at the ridge and there is no ridge pole
(Fig. 2.151). Additional diagonal member support
the rafters at their midspan and measure 1½” thick
by 7½” deep. The diagonals are bolted to the rafters
and to the ceiling joists (Fig. 2.150).

The garage’s structural system is thought to be
largely original. Framing is concealed at the firstfloor level, but is exposed at the attic level and
appears original.
Floor Framing
The original poured-in-place concrete floor slab
remains beneath Rooms 101A, 101B, and the
northernmost bay of Room 102. The remainder of
the slab in Room 102 was replaced after damage
from Hurricane Ivan in 2004. The floor was never
repoured in Room 103, and is currently painted
plywood (Fig. 2.148).
The joists at the attic level measure 1½” wide
by 7½” deep and are spaced at 16” on center
(Fig. 2.150). At the north and south ends of the
building, the joists span north-south, while joists
at the center portion span east-west. The joists
are through-bolted at each roof rafter within the
center section.

At the north and south ends, the rafters are
supported at the one-third points by two beams
each made up of three 1¾” thick by 7½” deep

Wall Framing
Wall framing is concealed by finishes at the firstfloor level; however, interior partitions at the attic
level have studs measuring 1½” thick by 5¼” deep
and spaced at 16” on center. It is likely that the first
floor shares similar wall framing.
Roof Framing
Roof framing differs between the center portion
and the north and south ends of the building.

Figure 2.148. Plywood flooring in Room 103. Note termite
and water damage.

Figure 2.149. Diagonal members at center section.
Members in foreground form A-frame of truss.

Figure 2.150. Diagonals at the midspan of the rafters of
the center portion. Note exposed floor joists and topside of
plywood ceiling of Room 102.
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Figure 2.153. Roof framing at ends of attic. Note pair of
beams supporting the rafters.

cooling is provided to Rooms 101A, 101B, and 103
using window units.

Figure 2.151. View of ridge and collar ties at center
portion.

members (Figs. 2.152-2.153). The beam bears
on the gable end framing and on the east-west
partition walls. Tongue-and-groove decking boards
measure 5¼” wide by ¾” thick. Unlike the center
section, there is a ridge pole that is made up of two
¾”-thick by 7½”-deep members (Fig. 2.152).

Building Systems
Mechanical Systems
No evidence remains to suggest that the building
has had any form of heating system, which is not
unexpected considering building use. Currently,

Electrical System
At the time of construction, the garage likely had
a basic electrical system providing lighting and
receptacles in key areas. Recessed fixture boxes
with round blank covers can be seen in Rooms
101A, 101B, and 103 and may indicate the location
of early fixtures.
Currently, the building has what appears to be
a recently upgraded electrical system with main
panel on the west wall of Room 103. The panel
appears nearly brand new and circuits are clearly
labeled. The latest generation of switches and
receptacles are connected using plastic conduit,
though earlier recessed receptacles remain in
Rooms 101A and 101B, but may not be active.
Linear fluorescent fixtures appear recently
installed and are consistent throughout the
building.
Plumbing system
No evidence remains to suggest that the building
had any form of plumbing when constructed. The
addition on the north end of the building contains
a bathroom with toilet, sink, and walk-in shower.
Park staff reports that the bathroom has had
continual sewer issues. At the time of inspection,
the bathroom was not functional. A washer hookup
is on the north wall of Room 101B, but is currently
not used.

Figure 2.152. Ridge pole at north and south ends of the
attic.
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